
Benefits of a home Simulator

• The main benefit of a home simulator are the familiarisation of circuits, valuable track time 
at your finger tips, honing your driving skills whether it be perfecting lines, trail braking or 
heal & toe. Inexperienced drivers can shorten their learning curve enormously.

• Nowadays software developers scan the circuits very accurately therefore the driving lines 
you use reflect accurately time loss or time gain, so an enormous amount can be learned 
from spending time on the sim.

• logging software can be used to compare driving lines, braking points etc.

• Develop your race craft and improve your concentration levels by competing in races within
the software, improve night driving and driving in changeable conditions. 

• Tuning of suspension settings on the sim to transfer to your car are an unrealistic approach 
unless you are investing considerable funds to software developers to accurately model & 
develop your car.

• Tuning cars within off the shelf software to handle like the car you are driving is very 
possible as is using the sim to assist in perfecting gear ratios for a particular circuit.

Simulator Software

Rfactor / Rfactor 2
 
There are an enormous amount of cars and tracks available online to download with Rfactor or you
can pay software specialists to model specific cars for you.

Gaming software

Project cars and Accetta Corsa can also be very beneficial in developing race craft 



 On the road to reality

With all the various types of Simulator hardware on the market, it can be very confusing to understand
which equipment to choose. You can go online and get varying opinion and to be honest its a job to know
how useful some of this information is, some very contradictory, some is very good and some is at best
fantasy.

We at Simmersive have experience in both driving and engineering of race cars, we have experience in
driving high end Simulator rigs also, so we set out to cut through the conflicting information and steer
customers in the right direction and to design a rig suitable for the racing driver or the serious on line racer
for use at home or office.

So on our journey to produce a rig that gives a good realistic race car feel we spoke with tech experts and
drivers, we tested direct drive wheels,  hydraulic brake pedals high end and budget end and this  is  our
conclusion.

If you have used equipment bought for a few hundred pounds, then going to a Fanatec Clubsport V2.5
wheelbase is a huge leap forward in realism and very worthwhile, but going to the next step of a direct
drive wheel have very fractional gains.

The same applies to the pedal sets, again it is a huge jump if going from pedals that use potentiometers to
the Fanatec V3 load cell pedals, but then if we go to Hydraulic pedals there really is little difference in feel or
advantage (dependant on the set up obviously), in fact some Hydraulic pedals don’t feel as realistic. The
main advantage in going away from the Fanatec V3 pedals is  placement of  the pedals themselves,  for
example if you have 3 separate pedals as with some Hydraulic pedals or the Heusinkveld load cell pedals,
you do have more versatility in adjustment to replicate your race car layout.
I personally prefer the Fanatec V3 Pedals using the V3 performance kit, I have not been able to improve lap
times using alternative pedal sets. These V3 settings I can share with you.

Note: (There really seems to be little advantage whether you use a load cell or hydraulic transducer, but
what is most important with either is to have a stiff mounting platform with little flex as with the Challenger
rig).

So having tested various combinations we decided to design the challenger rig around the Fanatec range of
plug and play equipment. We recommend the Clubsport V2.5 Wheelbase and V3 pedals which need to be
tuned with the Fanatec performance kit,  but the choice is yours as the rig can also mount the Fanatec
Podium direct  drive wheels and also accommodate Heusinkveld pedal  sets and OBP hydraulic  pedals  if
required. There are a wide range of steering wheels available from Fanatec for all of their wheel bases and
because all the Fanatec equipment is plug and play it would be a realistic proposition to source your own PC
and hardware to complete your own installation, alternatively we can quote to complete a full installation
for you. 

We have had various highly rated racing drivers test the rig, all of whom have been very enthused by its
realism and in particular brake feel and control, which tend to let simulators down in general. 

The Challenger rig can give you a realistic driving position whether you are driving a touring car, GT car or
Aero car. It is designed to give a good solid platform for the wheelbase and pedals so as to minimise the flex
yet still  have an element of  style and to further  enhance the rigs  realism we have  also developed a
dedicated vibration kit using 4 vibration units one in each corner which generate engine vibration, kerb and
gear change vibration.

The preferred Samsung monitor mounts directly to the rig without the need for a separate frame and is able
to be raised and lowered or moved fore and aft to allow for a more immersive experience. So there we have
it, end of the road.



Features

AV MountsPedal Mounting
Plate height 
adjustable

Wheel drive
 height 

Adjustable
Fore & Aft

Side plates 
8 mm Aluminium
 Powder coated

Monitor
 Height adjustable

Fore & Aft

Pedal Plate
 6 mm Aluminium

Optional seats
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